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Loona is the overall tritagonist of Helluva Boss. She is the receptionist of Immediate Murder
Professionals I. P , a startup assassination business that carries out its services in the living
world. She is also the adoptive daughter of Blitzo. Loona is a Wolf-like Hellhound. She is far
taller than her coworkers making her easily the tallest of the main Helluva Boss cast. Her outfit
features a black choker that has white spikes. Her grey crop top has strings shaped like a star
to resemble an inverted pentagram to hold it up. Loona wears fingerless gloves and shorts with
a crescent moon cut on the right side. She also wears black toeless stockings and is barefoot,
due to her digitigrade stance. She has a piercing on her right eyebrow and two piercings in her
left ear - in addition, her right ear is torn. Her humanoid form is largely identical to her hellhound
form, albeit human. Her eye colors are inverted, as she has white sclera with red irises. She
shrinks down from her demon form, appearing to be of average height compared to most
humans in this form. She retains the same outfit as before, but with the addition of black
knee-high socks and high-top sneakers. Her choker also loses the spikes, and in place of her
torn right ear, her ear piercings have now swapped to her right ear. Her head is shaved on the
right side. Cynical and choleric, Loona generally has no interest in matters that are going on
around her. She is rude and apathetic toward her colleagues, particularly Moxxie, though her ire
seems otherwise indiscriminate. When not looking at her phone, Loona is giving a hateful glare
to anyone in view. She is incredibly undisciplined and doesn't have much of a work ethic.
Among her known behavioral issue, Loona has been known to drink to the point of a hangover
before work and having unprotected sex to the point of contracting syphilis. She is also very
apathetic to the suffering of others, as seen on the occasion where Millie called into the office
for help after being stabbed only to be hung up on by Loona. Additionally, she was also shown
taking pictures with her phone of the deceased Eddie when he was being beaten by Blitzo ,
Millie, and Moxxie. In spite of this, she is shown to have a minimal amount of responsibility as
she makes sure to keep the Grimoire safe from a fire in I. P's office. Loona also displays an
extremely short temper combined with emotional instability. Upon being questioned about
something as simple as why she was eating Moxxie's lunch, Loona sprinted out of the office
and assaulted an innocent bystander to vent her frustrations. This is particularly egregious,
given the bystander in question was a baby in a carriage which Loona punted out of sight.
Despite this, Loona shows a somewhat friendlier attitude towards Blitzo, as he enables her
actions, and at times when he defends her, she smiles and agrees to his defense. She is also
shown to appreciate Blitzo's sense of humor, especially if it's at Moxxie's expense since she
was seen stifling a laugh when the former made a joke of the latter's dick size. She also appears
to see him as a father figure at one point slipping up and calling him dad much to Blitzo's
delight. Another moment showing their relationship is when Blitzo tries to get between her and
Vortex and she snaps at him. She seems to realize that she may have gone too far almost
instantly and tries to apologize a few seconds later, though Blitzo storms off. Her usual attitude
appears to have also made Loona very socially awkward. During her interactions with Vortex
she stumbles and struggles to speak a lot showing she has little experience in these matters.
She even at one point admits to Vortex she has no friends indicating that Blitzo is likely the only
one she is close to. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account? Start a Wiki.
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defeat of Gecko Moria 's army and during the timeskip, she begrudgingly helped [8] and

cooperated with Roronoa Zoro while in Dracule Mihawk 's home on Kuraigana Island. Perona is
a short young woman with unusually big, round eyes, and she has long, light pink hair that she
keeps tied into two pigtails with black and white flower hairpins. She wears a red crown with a
black cross on her head, as well as red lipstick and a thick layer of black eyeliner. Her white
long-sleeved three different black heart shapes shirt was short enough to expose her belly. She
wears a red mini cape with a pink ribbon on front. Her black and white striped tights completely
cover her legs, and she wears a mini-skirt and a red and gold belt with a heart belt buckle, as
well as red buckled boots. She usually keeps her toes pointing inwards in a pigeon-toed
manner, and carried around a red parasol shaped like a cute version of a mini devil prior to her
battle with Usopp. As a child, Perona carried the same parasol and wore the same crown and
hairpins, but wore her hair in much thicker pigtails and wore a simple, knee-length red dress
with a white wave pattern and dots around its center, as well as smaller red boots. She also
carried a ghost doll around on a leash, and was accompanied by a bear named Kumae. When
first meeting Hogback ten years prior to her encounter with the Straw Hat Pirates , Perona wore
the same crown, but the rest of her outfit was not clearly visible, though she seemed to be
wearing a similar dress. After the two year timeskip, Perona has a more mature look than
before, wearing a long black strapless dress with lavender frills, red high heeled boots and a big
black top hat with white floral decor. She has a pink bat tattoo on her left bicep and a watch on
her left wrist, and wears pink nail polish on her fingernails. She still has her signature parasol,
and also carries a stuffed animal resembling Kumashi with her. Additionally, she now wears her
hair in multiple spiral braids on the back of her head. While reading about the Straw Hats'
actions on Dressrosa and resulting new bounties, she wore a collared shirt with short ruffled
sleeves and a short dark tie hung loosely around her neck. She had short boots with bows on
the front. She also had a large straw hat with a bow and large crown on top of it. Perona is very
childish and immature, frequently acting on her own whims. She is very fond of cute things, and
will only allow someone to work for her if they are cute. Perona has katsaridaphobia, a fear of
cockroaches, to the point of screaming and crying when Usopp covered her with fake ones. She
is very confident in her Devil Fruit powers being able to defeat anyone. After the timeskip, she
has become more mature, although she still carries a teddy bear around, indicating that she is
still obsessed with cuteness to some degree. Like many others, Perona has her own unique
laugh , which uses the word Horo e. Perona followed her master, Gecko Moria , for at least ten
years. Perona had a mixed relationship with her teddy bear servant, Kumashi. While she
considered him to be cute in appearance, she forbade him from speaking because his voice is
not cute. While on Thriller Bark , Perona became enemies with one particular member of the
Straw Hat Pirates , Usopp , due to the latter becoming the first person to ever resist the effects
of her Negative Hollows [37] and later defeating her in a humiliating manner. After encountering
Zoro on Kuraigana Island , she was shocked to see him but decided to treat his wounds as he
was the only other person there at the time. After being sent to Kuraigana Island by Kuma 's
abilities , Perona decided to take residence in the castle where the at the time Warlord Mihawk
lived. It was shown in From the Decks of the World: The ,, Man Arc that even after going back to
Thriller Bark to retrieve Kumashi , she returned to Kuraigana Island and was seen helping him
with his work in tilling the land, suggesting a good status between them. Being formerly one of
the Mysterious Four, Perona had a number of zombies under her command prior to her
defection from Thriller Bark. Perona is able to cook, having cooked several times during the two
years while she was living with Mihawk. While she seems to recognize that bandages can help a
person who is wounded, she seems to lack expertise in medicine. During the process of treating
Zoro's wounds, she covered him from head to toe in an overabundance of bandages the first
time she found him. She has at least some knowledge of navigation, demonstrated when she
brought Zoro to Sabaody Archipelago all the way from Kuraigana Island. The ghosts have the
power to drain the morale, self-esteem, and will to live of anyone whom they pass through,
described as hollowing out the victim's spirit. Her ghosts can also be used to form a "Ghost
Network" for surveillance. This allows her to spy on enemies. In addition to creating ghosts, she
can make her own ghost leave her body. Her disembodied ghost is completely intangible; she
can pass through solid objects, although she cannot damage them, and cannot be hit by enemy
attacks or attack her opponents physically. When she was a child, Perona owned a pet bear
named Kumae. Over 10 years ago, she joined Moria's crew merely for fun. Five years ago, she
was sleeping while Brook was causing trouble in Thriller Bark , which would later cause her to
not know what he looked like when he returned. Perona used her Ghost Network to scout out
the Thousand Sunny [1] and later reported the crew 's bounties to Hogback and Absalom. Luffy
, Franky , and Roronoa Zoro. On the Thousand Sunny, Perona was frustrated at the lack of
treasure and had the food taken from the ship. Hildon reported to Perona that Moria was
gathering the other members of the Mysterious Four because he had captured Luffy and would

be debuting Zombie , much to her surprise. Soon afterward, Perona returned to her room, where
she found Absalom speaking with Kumashi about the escape of Nami, Usopp, and Chopper.
After scolding Kumashi for trying to speak, Perona informed Absalom that Moria was calling
them together and explained why he was doing so. When Luffy broke free from his cage, Perona
quickly stopped him with her Negative Hollow before watching on as Moria removed Luffy's
shadow. When two Spider Mice appeared and reported that Tararan 's shadow had been
extracted, Hogback noted that it could only have been the "Humming Swordsman", a name
which Perona did not recognize. Soon afterward, Perona accompanied the rest of the
Mysterious Four to the enormous freezer containing the corpse of Oars. When Oars awoke,
Nami, Usopp, and Chopper screamed and fell from Kumashi's back, prompting Perona to yell at
Kumashi for hiding the pirates. After reporting Oars's current activities to Moria, Perona learned
that the Straw Hats had learned of the zombies' weakness to salt and were approaching them,
with the General Zombies preoccupied with attending Absalom's wedding, but dismissed
Hogback's worry over the zombies' weakness being known and retired to her room before
attacking the Straw Hats with her ghosts, planning to weaken them enough to be taken by
Soldier Zombies. However, Perona's attack was interrupted by Oars crashing down through the
mansion. After explaining the powers granted by her Devil Fruit, Perona sent a Negative Hollow
through each of the Straw Hats, but Usopp was unaffected and purified several of her zombies
before declaring that he was always negative, shocking Perona, who tried to cheer him up
alongside her zombies before preparing to battle him. Believing Usopp's immunity to have been
a fluke, Perona sent four Negative Hollows through him, but instead became depressed herself
alongside her ghosts, to the shock of her zombies. After Kumashi distracted Usopp by attacking
him, Perona projected her spirit from her body after hiding and tricked Usopp into believing she
was flying while proclaiming that she had come up with a plan to defeat him. After dodging
Usopp's Ageha Ryusei, Perona reverted to her normal size before placing her hands inside of
Usopp's chest and pretending that she was going to crush his heart, only to reveal that she
could not do such a thing. Usopp attacked her with Rokuren Mamushi Boshi, but Perona
demonstrated her intangibility by letting the attack go through her and moving through the
floor. When Usopp pointed out that she could not touch him either and demanded to know how
she could attack him, Perona summoned some Mini Hollows and demonstrated their explosive
power on a nearby wall before attacking Usopp with one as well. After tricking Usopp into
running into a pillar, Perona covered his body with Mini Hollows and detonated all of them
before gleefully watching Kumashi brutalize Usopp. However, Perona was shocked to see
Usopp, who had donned his Sogeking mask, purify Kumashi with a salt ball before fleeing once
more. Wounding Usopp with a barrage of Mini Hollow blasts once more, Perona decided to hand
him over to Moria, but was surprised when Usopp figured out her trick and used Atlas Suisei to
expose the room containing her true body. After Usopp deduced how she left her body by
becoming a ghost in order to fight him, Perona revealed that she was a fully conscious Hollow
instead of merely being a ghost controlled by her body, prompting Usopp to seemingly attack
her body in an attempt to destroy it. After the attack apparently missed, a panicked Perona
engulfed his body with a Toku Hollow before returning to her own body. Perona detonated the
Toku Hollow, but was surprised to see the explosion had disappeared as Usopp revealed he had
absorbed it with an Impact Dial. After learning that Usopp had actually shot a Torimochi Boshi
at her bed in order to trap her body in one place, Perona witnessed Usopp defeat Hippo
Gentleman with a blast from his Impact Dial before covering Perona herself in fake cockroaches
with Kurobikari Boshi. Crying and screaming hysterically at the sight of cockroaches, a
shocked Perona saw Usopp seemingly lifting a ten-ton hammer and begged him to spare her
before passing out in fright as the fake hammer burst apart on impact with her. Usopp
celebrated his victory over her as Perona collapsed while foaming at the mouth. Later, Perona's
zombies found Perona still unconscious but mostly unharmed as Oars rampaged through
Thriller Bark. Upon seeing the damage done to the mansion by Oars, Perona wondered if the
Straw Hats had done this and was shocked to learn that Oars had completely wiped out the
General Zombies as well, which caused her to question if they could control him at all. However,
the zombies' explanation of what was happening was interrupted by Oars punching them
through one of the nearby walls while searching for Nami; witnessing this, Perona was
convinced that Oars and the Straw Hats were going to completely destroy Thriller Bark and
ordered her remaining subordinates to gather all the treasure and some supplies so they could
leave on the Thousand Sunny. Observing the battle between the Straw Hats and Oars from the
Thousand Sunny, Perona admitted that she only joined Moria for fun and would not stay with
him if her life were in danger before telling her subordinates that they would be leaving without
delay. However, she was interrupted by the appearance of Bartholomew Kuma , whom Perona
was terrified at the sight of due to knowing his reputation as a cruel pirate and a Warlord of the

Sea. When Kuma asked her where she would like to go on a trip, Perona described a dark, damp
island with an old castle filled with malice before realizing that she had gotten caught up in his
pace. Resolving to take down Kuma as a parting gift for Moria due to his shadow likely being
strong, Perona prepared to attack him with a combination of Negative Hollows and a Toku
Hollow, but Kuma suddenly made her disappear before her attack could connect, to the
confusion of those watching. When Hogback and Absalom escaped Thriller Bark later, they left
without Perona while noting they could not find her anywhere. Kuma honored Perona's request,
having sent her to Kuraigana Island , an island filled with dark and spooky ruins, in addition to
the malicious castle. Although she had taken up residence in the castle, Perona was not happy
because she had no servants or cute animals. As she lamented her situation while wishing she
was back on Thriller Bark, Perona noticed a disturbance in the forest and discovered that Zoro
had been sent to the island as well. Initially terrified by the sight of one of the Straw Hats,
Perona eventually decided to save him since he was the only other person there at the time and
brought him to the castle, where she treated his wounds by heavily bandaging him. When Zoro
regained consciousness, he found out that she had taken his swords away to prevent him from
attacking her. Eventually, Perona returned Zoro's swords and followed him through the ruins of
the island, indicating that they had developed some level of trust by then. After the Battle of
Marineford , the owner of the castle that Perona was inhabiting, Dracule Mihawk , returned to
Kuraigana Island, and Perona began sobbing at the news of Moria's death in the newspaper.
When Mihawk told her to cry elsewhere, Perona berated him for his lack of hospitality before
listening with surprise as Mihawk revealed that he had actually seen Moria alive and well at the
end of the war, though he could not definitively say whether or not he still lived. Later, she
helped an injured Zoro read the article about Luffy going to Marineford again by holding it up for
him to read, though she complained about him taking a long time and her hands getting tired.
After accepting Zoro's request for training, Mihawk told Perona to tend to Zoro's wounds,
prompting her to tell Mihawk to not order her around. Later, Perona asked Zoro about Luffy's
message, so Zoro explained what it meant. When Mihawk was teaching Zoro how to use Haki ,
he forbade him from having any alcohol until he had mastered it, prompting Perona to laugh at
him. The following events are Non-Canon and therefore not considered part of the Canon story.
She blushed when Luffy thanked her for the help before she lost sight of the pair. After Zoro's
two year-long training, Perona took him back to Sabaody Archipelago. After scolding Zoro for
his ungrateful attitude and brushing off Sanji's infatuation with her, Perona informed the trio
that battleships were surrounding the island. Later, she assisted in the Straw Hats Pirates'
escape by holding back the second Marine platoon with her Negative Hollows. Much later, she
left Sabaody Archipelago and returned to the wandering Thriller Bark, where she discovered
Kumashi's lifeless body, much to her joy. Perona later returned to Kuraigana Island. After the
events at Dressrosa , Mihawk and Perona read the news of the Straw Hats' new bounties while
tilling the land of Kuraigana Island with the humandrills. From reading a newspaper, Perona
learned that Moria was alive and was annoyed that Mihawk did not inform her about it sooner.
She then prepared to leave to go find him but not before thanking Mihawk for letting her stay
with him. In the manga, when Usopp knocked her out, foam was coming out of her mouth; [90]
this aspect of the scene was removed in the anime for unknown reasons. In the anime version
of Zoro's cover story, Perona displays more of a lonely childlike personality, mostly due to
living by herself with no servants. She even tries to force Zoro to be her servant by using her
Negative Hollows to make him swear to be her servant and dresses him up as Kumashi. During
the filler scenes on Kuraigana, although Perona was clearly in her ghost form, she had some
interactions with physical objects despite supposedly being completely intangible. In the anime,
after Luffy's message is revealed, Perona went outside the castle with Mihawk and Zoro, where
she scolded Zoro for not holding off on his training until his wounds were healed. When Perona
is scolding Zoro at Sabaody, her hat bent in contact with the swordsman. Also, as she uses her
ghosts to fend off the marines, Perona looks out to the sea and notes that she will have to find
somebody else to play with, seemingly disappointed at Zoro's departure. An early concept of
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